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What is CRIC

CRIC is a framework providing a centralized (and flexible) way to describe which 

resources are provided to the LHC experiments and also how they use them:

➢ Clear distinction between resources 
provided by (Sites) and resources used by (Experiments) 

➢ Experiment independent, but still experiment-oriented

➢ Plugin based approach allows customization to address various 
experiment requirements and implementation of the dedicated 
experiment instances

➢ Shared building blocks to optimize development process and to 
ensure common look and feel. Think about it in terms of lego bricks

➢ Flexibility to address technology evolution and changes in the 
experiment computing models and applications. Lego bricks again!



CRIC Status

➢ CRIC is a reality.

➢ Already providing information to WLCG/CMS clients. (CMSWeb, CRAB, Glidein Factory, 

WSSA, WAU, soon Monit)

➢ Production instances for CMS and WLCG.

➢ Preproduction instances for DOMA and Atlas.



Latest features of 
CRIC
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Rebus Functionalities

➢ All Rebus functionalities are now ported to wlcg-cric instance

○ All historical data has been ported

➢ All the interfaces/functionality have been validated by WLCG project office (Catharine 

Noble)

➢ Quarterly pledges can be used if/when needed.

➢ From next year we anticipate that pledges will be declared in CRIC and Rebus can   

finally retire.



Current status of 
CRIC



CMS 

➢ CMS-CRIC is fully in production. 

○ Latest release in pre-prod as of previous week.  Prod will follow after the validation

➢ All CMS production services that used SiteDB for topology information are now using 

CRIC.

➢ SiteDB is already switched to read-only mode and it’s soon to be completely turned off.

➢ CMS Users info (User DNs, CMS Groups etc) are coming from CRIC.

➢ All the clients that use certificate based authorization, like CMSWeb and CRAB, are 

using CRIC to resolve correct permissions.

➢ Large part of job submission configurations (GlideinWMS entries) is being generated 

using CRIC’s APIs.



WLCG

➢ WLCG CRIC has a production-grade deployment since before this summer.

➢ Tons of small things have been implemented to get WLCG CRIC into a stable state.

➢ The first big campaign ran this summer. Site admins provided information for storage 

implementations and the respecting versions using CRIC.



ATLAS

AGIS to CRIC migration has started

Tentative timeline discussed between CRIC and ATLAS, incremental (careful) migration planned.  
1. Basic topology description

○ ATLAS Sites, PandaSites, PandaQueues already fetched by CRIC  http://atlas-cric.cern.ch/atlas/pandaqueue/list/ 
○ Collect list of RSEs (basic description) ,
○ Collect  SE protocols, CE data

2. Blacklisting API (DDM + PANDA)  -- Oct 2019
○ PQ blacklisting API/WebUI:  implemented, can be migrated

○ DDM blacklisting: implemented, to be released once RSE list is fetched

3. Moving Panda SW releases -- Oct/Nov 2019
4. Moving slightly dependent data and settings --  Nov 2019

○ HC Probes configuration, Transfer Matrix, new PQ dynamic params, etc..

○ New Custom forms for use-case oriented modification (e.g. change direct access settings)

○ New bulk update forms (inline editor based) to update set of params (e.g. change PQ pilot version, tag Sites)

5. Complete PQ management within CRIC  -- Dec/Jan 2020

6. Complete RSE description and management within CRIC  -- Dec/Jan 2020                             Slide from Alexey Anisenkov

http://atlas-cric.cern.ch/atlas/pandaqueue/list/


Rucio DOMA

➢ Doma-cric is the CRIC instance that we are testing how we can provide Rucio 

configuration through CRIC.

○ Experiment agnostic Rucio instance for Doma, we took the opportunity to work with Rucio team on this to 

have clean (experiment independent) CRIC Rucio models

➢ We have iterated with Rucio experts and modeled RSEs inside CRIC.

➢ Using CRIC interfaces and info RSEs can be easily managed and exported.

➢ Rucio has tested configuration coming from CRIC on their ESCAPE instance and 

everything works great! 

➢ This work is fundamental for both ATLAS and CMS where we will import the models, 

when appropriately reviewed .

Special thanks to the Rucio team for their support: we hope (are confident) that this is going to be a win-win work



Next for CRIC



Future plans

➢ Ongoing activities

■ Replacing REBUS for topology and pledges

■ Finalize accounting validation and report generation.

■ Providing topology information for all clients (MONIT,  central accounting, 

WLCG project office...)

■ Support User info for Rucio



Future plans

➢ Long-term plans (next several months)

■ Complete migration of AGIS  to CRIC.

■ Assist CMS with Rucio config when they are ready.

■ Future development following experiment input.



Support model

➢ CRIC is the seed of a collaboration between CERN-IT-WLCG and the Experiments.

○ CERN-IT-WLCG, BINP and Dubna teams are actively contributing. 

➢ The input of the experiments is blended with CERN-IT expertise to create meaningful 

features and a powerful/adaptive schema.

➢ Development should follow the same approach.

➢ The core of CRIC is ready and in production.

○ Features will be always requested from experiments/other clients.

➢ We believe that a collaborative support model, where various partners buy-in as it is 

now, it's the right direction which will make CRIC a powerful and sustainable tool.

○ We are open to proposals, suggestions for improvements, more collaborators.



Links

➢ CRIC instances:
○ https://cms-cric.cern.ch

○ https://atlas-cric.cern.ch

○ https://wlcg-cric.cern.ch

○ https://doma-cric.cern.ch

➢ For testing purposes you can log-in at our dev instance: http://wlcg-cric-dev-1.cern.ch/ and ask for 
any permissions you want.

➢ Feel free to login and provide us with feedback!

https://cms-cric.cern.ch/
https://cms-cric.cern.ch/
https://cms-cric.cern.ch/
https://cms-cric.cern.ch/
http://wlcg-cric-dev-1.cern.ch/


Questions?


